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How to Take the
Next Step on the

Self-Love Journey
 

The journey to self-love is winding and unpredictable, and one of the most

powerful and fulfilling journeys you will ever take. 

But how do you do it? 

This guide includes exercises from three highly skilled and experienced life

coaches, each of whom has committed to the life-long journey of self-love

and intentional living. This was first offered at the end of a Podcast episode

called The magic of self love - and how to get some of that fairydust. You

can access the episode here in audio or watch it on YouTube. 

Wishing you all the best on your continued journey of cultivating and

strengthening your love of your unique and brilliant self. 

___________ __________________



Take a piece of paper, a journal or a pile of sticky notes. 

Over the course of a week, begin to make a list of things that are loveable

and likeable about yourself. Maybe you are funny, organize things really well,

or play beautiful music. Maybe you are generous and giving as a friend,

create beauty wherever you go, or have a really welcoming smile. 

Make a list… fill your wall or desk or mirror with sticky notes. Twenty-five is your minimum and let the list flow from

there. When you start to really have fun identifying things for your list, then you know that you are beginning to

internalize the experience of self love. 

Have fun with it. 

And if you are interested in an additional resource for cultivating self love, check out our Love with the Courage to

be Curious card deck. It includes 26 questions to help foster self-love and 26 questions to strengthen how we can

care for and love others. 
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Acknowledging What is Loveable

We judge ourselves

We compare ourselves (and yes, we always fall short in the comparison)

We call ourselves names

We deny ourselves

We put ourselves last

____________________________ (feel free to add your own :)

Most of us would never treat someone else as poorly as we treat ourselves. 

The truth is that there is nothing loving about martyrdom, and we are much better equipped to receive love and to

give love when we are filled with self-love. In other words, when we acknowledge our own worthiness and

brilliance, we are much more likely to see this in others and spread this goodness throughout the world.  
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Try this exercise to get you started…

Acknowledge What is Loveable
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Perspective Shifting 

 
Exercise One: From the Ridiculous to the Sublime 

Every now and then, we get stuck in a perspective that is uninspiring, demotivating, or just plain 

useless. This exercise is designed to fire up your creative engine so you can see more options. 

 

Step One: 

Define the problem. 
 

What’s wrong?  No, really, what’s wrong?  

 

Chances are nothing’s really “wrong,” but you’re feeling a bit out of sorts, and you can’t seem to figure out what to do 

next. It helps to jot down what you think the issue is.  For instance, “My partner won’t stop doing this annoying thing they 

do, and it’s driving me to the brink of insanity.” 

 

Step Two: 

Define the solution. 
 

Instead of thinking of solutions in terms of what to do, start by thinking about how you’d like to feel. After all, that’s what 

we really want.  We don’t want our partner to stop doing that annoying thing, we want how we’ll feel when they stop 

annoying us. Since the real solution is an emotional state, sometimes we can simply choose to feel differently and the 

problem evaporates. 

 

Other times, we need a little help from our inner brat. 

 

Step Three: 

Unleash your “inner brat.” 
 

Until you release your pent-up crappy feelings, they’ll get under your skin like a bad case of chiggers. It’s best to connect 

with your worst self on paper, to save yourself the embarrassment of having to admit that you’re about to pitch a hissy fit. 

(Unless you have a kind and understanding coach, in which case, definitely share this exercise with them.) 

 

Get curious. Ask yourself, “How would my inner brat like to handle this?”  

 

Write down all the things you’d like to do to solve the problem.  They don’t have to be practical.  They don’t even have to 

be moral or ethical. Lots of people choose to solve problems in ways that are illegal, so jot those down, too.  (Disclaimer: 

we are NOT suggesting you follow through on anything that fits into the immoral, unethical or illegal categories. Limit 

your revenge fantasies to the page.) 

 

Step Four: 

Send your inner brat outside to play, while you continue the process. 
 

Once you’ve exhausted all the impractical, immoral, unethical, or illegal options, imagine that this inner brat has lost 

interest in the process and send it outside with a cookie.   

 

Get curious. Ask yourself, “What else could be possible?” Continue to jot down ideas, even if you’re not sure you can pull 

them off. 
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Step Five: 

Ask your “best self” to chime in. 
 

Now call up your best and most courageous self. Cast off all limiting beliefs, including any “I could never do that!” thinking.  

Get curious.  Ask yourself, “What are the most courageous and truthful approaches I could take? How might I move 

forward with compassion and self-compassion?” 

 

 

 

Exercise Two: If I Were a ________, I Would Ask ________ 
 

One of the most fun ways to shift perspective is to get curious about how other people, creatures, or things might see 

your situation. Try putting yourself into a fresh frame of mind by describing an item in the first column then jotting down 

what that item might ask you about your issue in the second. The item can be anything (see “Ideas for Inquiry” below). 

 

Examples: 

 

If I were [name of person or thing], I’d be [description]…             …and I would ask… 

 
If I were my favorite breakfast cereal, Cap’n Crunch, I’d be sweet 

and kind of kooky, and not all that good for me.  

“What if I started approaching my annoying partner from a 

sweet and kooky perspective? I could think about what’s not so 

good for me in this situation, like perhaps it’s not worth getting 

annoyed by this small thing.” 
If I were my favorite animal, my cat, I’d be beautiful and 

independent and spend most of my time taking care of myself, 

playing, or napping. 

“What if I focused on self-care? How can I take better care of 

myself in this situation? What if I was more playful about it? 

What if I just sleep on it tonight, and see how it feels tomorrow?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ideas for inquiry: 

 

-A random item in your room or out your window that catches your attention 

-Favorite food, drink, candy bar, snack food, guilty pleasure food 

-Vehicle of your dreams 

-Favorite author 

-Person you admire 

-Interesting or favorite creature or plant 

 

Use your imagination and see where your curiosity takes you! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  
 

When we feel better, we do better. 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

START WITH HELLO 
~Inching your way towards self-love~ 

 

Some people have a hard time with the concept and practice of self-

love. If self-love feels too big/unattainable/uncomfortable/weird/ 

insert your own adjective, I suggest replacing “love” with “friendship” 

for now. Let’s be frank; the only human that you know for sure will be 

there with you until your last breath is…you. So you may as well be 

friends. 

 

Friendship includes familiarity, as well as a level of care that goes 

beyond a casual association. If you want to know how to care for 

yourself more but don’t know where to start, you can begin by simply 

getting more familiar—less casual—with the person you see when 

you look in the mirror. Here’s your three-baby-step assignment:  

 

1. Get in front of a mirror. 

2. Look yourself directly in the eyes, even for a brief moment. 

3. Do what you so easily and freely do to every other 

human…say hello. 
 

That’s it. You did it. How did that feel? 

 

If you couldn’t make eye contact with yourself, that’s okay; it’s some 
interesting data to discuss with a trusted friend or a professional 

helper. If you were able to hold your own gaze for long enough to say 

a friendly hello, you can graduate to another level at any time; a 

wave, a smile, a longer look, a word of encouragement or comfort or 

thanks. There are no rules here; this is your friendship to build. 

 

Here’s the truth: you are subconsciously talking to yourself all the 
time anyways. Self-friendship and self-love are strengthened when 

you make a conscious effort to speak to yourself, and treat yourself, 

better. If you aren’t typically very friendly to the one who is literally 

going to have your back for rest of your life, start with a simple hello. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To learn more about Rena’s work, 

visit renarachar.com 

 

 




